Counseling

Transfer to University of California (UC)

- IGETC 2013-2014 - List of COC courses that meet the general education pattern for the UC system
- AP Exams - Credits granted for AP exams per UC campus
- ASSIST Exploring Majors - To search for majors offered at the UC campuses click on "Explore Majors" button
- Major Preparation Paths - Preparing for transfer to the UC campuses
- Presenting Yourself on the UC Application - Tips to be a strong applicant
- TAG-Transfer Agreement Guarantees - transfer guarantee agreements with 7 UC campuses: Davis, Irvine, Merced, Riverside, San Diego, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz
- Transfer Credit Language Other than English for non-English native speakers (see bottom of page)
- UC Application - Apply Online
- UC Personal Statement - Advice on How to Write the Personal Statement on the Application
- UCLA Engineering
- UCLA Profile of Admitted Transfer Students - The Average GPA for each college/school
- UCLA Transfer Alliance Program - TAP agreements with California Community Colleges

DISCLAIMER: Not all the links from this page are to official publications of College of the Canyons and the contents of the linked pages do not represent any formal position or representation by the college. College of the Canyons does not assume any responsibility for the content of any other page reached through a link displayed here.